We analyse the novel dynamics arising in a nonlinear rotor dynamic system by investigating the discontinuity-induced bifurcations corresponding to collisions with the rotor housing (touchdown bearing surface interactions). The simplified Föppl/ Jeffcott rotor with clearance and mass unbalance is modelled by a two degree of freedom impact-friction oscillator, as appropriate for a rigid rotor levitated by magnetic bearings. Two types of motion observed in experiments are of interest in this paper: no contact and repeated instantaneous contact. We study how these are affected by damping and stiffness present in the system using analytical and numerical piecewisesmooth dynamical systems methods. By studying the impact map, we show that these types of motion arise at a novel non-smooth Hopf-type bifurcation from a boundary equilibrium bifurcation point for certain parameter values. A local analysis of this bifurcation point allows us a complete understanding of this behaviour in a general setting. The analysis identifies criteria for the existence of such smooth and non-smooth bifurcations, which is an essential step towards achieving reliable and robust controllers that can take compensating action.
Introduction
In rotating machines that are levitated by magnetic bearings, non-smooth events involving impact and friction can occur between a spinning rotor and a touchdown bearing (TDB), which has the function of protecting the rotor and other stator components. These events are undesirable as they may be destructive and hence costly [1] . For the rigorous derivation of possible control strategies, it is important to understand the resulting dynamics. Thus, it is essential to understand how periodic impacting motions arise through new types of non-smooth bifurcations, and the purpose of this paper is to study these. The dynamics of constrained mechanical systems experiencing (instantaneous) impact and/or friction contact events have been studied extensively in the literature using a variety of different approaches [2] . These include measure differential inclusions [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , complementarity methods [8] and also the use of non-smooth hybrid systems [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In the latter formalism, the evolution of such systems is described by a piecewisesmooth flow, interrupted by events such as instantaneous impacts described by maps, and is well suited for studying periodic impacting solutions and their bifurcations. These systems experience energy dissipation, which can be modelled by Newton's restitution law, also referred to as the kinematic model, and Coulomb's friction law [10, [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . In this paper, we adopt the hybrid system formalism to study the bifurcations of the periodic orbits of a simplified rotating machine, in which a spinning disc (rotor) moves in two dimensions and experiences instantaneous contact events with a rigid circular boundary (TDB). This system can be modelled as a two degree of freedom impact-friction oscillator. Although other energy dissipation models, such as Poisson's kinetic [18] or Stronge's energetic [12, 19] model, can be adopted, all three models (kinematic, kinetic and energetic) are equivalent for this system due to the rotor's properties; we will elaborate the details in §2. The study of hybrid systems related to impacting problems has led to the identification and classification of many types of novel dynamics, including periodic and chaotic motions, much of which arises at discontinuity-induced bifurcations (DIBs) such as the boundary equilibrium bifurcation (BEB) [10, 13, 14] . In this paper, we identify a novel form of bifurcation, at which a pair of impacting limit cycles are created simultaneously at a BEB point, when a non-impacting equilibrium of the rotor motion lies on the boundary.
In general, the dynamic behaviour of rotating machines as described can be very complex. Simplified models that do not take rotor damping and/or stiffness into account have been studied in [20, 21] . Li & Païdoussis [20] focus on numerically investigating continuous contact (rub) and repeated impact motion, which yields rich dynamics such as chaos as well as non-smooth bifurcations. Lu et al. [21] analytically derive existence conditions of periodically impacting motion. Our intention in this paper is not to give a complete survey of such, but to consider a specific form of motion and the novel Hopf-type bifurcations, which lead to this. In particular, Keogh & Cole [22] show that a rotor-stator system with damping and friction can exhibit various forms of stable and unstable synchronous single impact limit cycles. In this paper, we present a global analysis of the existence of this type of orbit and describe the novel bifurcations between the aforementioned equilibrium states without impact and two coexisting limit cycles with different period at the BEB point. This bifurcation has many of the qualitative features of a smooth Hopf bifurcation in that small amplitude impacting limit cycles of non-zero period are created close to the BEB point. For the sake of classification, we shall call it a nonsmooth Hopf (NSH) bifurcation. Our analysis of this bifurcation will be general and applicable to many other related problems. Similar discontinuity-induced Hopf bifurcations, exhibiting a bifurcation of a non-impacting equilibrium to a limit cycle with impact, have been observed in planar piecewise smooth continuous systems [13, 14, 23] with sliding [24] and with biological applications [25] . In vibro-impacting systems of two degrees of freedom NSH bifurcations have been observed and can also be a route to chaos [15, 16] . In the bifurcation analysis we present in this paper, when studying the effects of bearing damping, we also find two coexisting smooth fold bifurcations. Furthermore, we show the existence of orbits, which at the point of impact, have zero normal velocity and lie tangential to the impact surface, called grazing orbits [11] .
The remainder of this paper is laid out as follows. In §2, we give a brief introduction to magnetic bearing systems comprising a spinning rotor with a disc cross section impacting with a TDB. We derive the non-dimensionalized equations of the disc in free flight and the reset law
Introduction to magnetic bearing systems and their associated dynamics (a) Overview
Rotating machines are prevalent in engineering applications that require power to be generated or used. The power rating is determined by the product of the driving or load torque and the rotational speed. In order to operate effectively, a rotor should spin in a stable manner under the support of bearings. The bearings should also be able to cope with inherent rotor unbalance and any fault conditions that may occur during operation of the machine. A number of bearing types are available to designers of machines, commonly including those based on rolling ball or cylindrical elements, and bushings with oil films. Usually, there is a specified maximum operating speed, below which it is safe to run the rotor. If this speed is exceeded for any significant period, the bearing is likely to fail due to high mechanical or thermal stresses. Gas bearings may allow higher speed operation, but they are limited in their load carrying capacity and require a continuous flow of pressurized air. Foil/gas bearings are self-acting and do not require a pressurized source, though below a threshold speed the foil element is in rubbing contact with the rotor and is then prone to wear.
Active magnetic bearings (AMBs) have been under development since the 1970s and have seen a growing number of applications including in turbomolecular and vacuum pumps, compressors, motors, generators, centrifuges, flywheels and beam choppers. An arrangement of electromagnets under feedback control enables a rotor to be levitated. It may then rotate without direct interaction with bearing surfaces or fluids, which has advantages in terms of friction reduction and the elimination of the need for pressurized oil or gas supplies. Higher operating speeds are therefore possible. However, magnetic bearing functionality may be compromised by failure of the power supply, which would lead to rotor delevitation. Also, any external disturbance may cause the load capacity of the bearing, which is limited by magnetic flux saturation, to be exceeded. Magnetic bearings may be configured to transmit low forces at a particular operating speed, through use of a notch filter in the feedback control, but high acceleration input disturbances, e.g. shock conditions, would be problematic. For these reasons, magnetic bearings usually contain secondary TDBs to prevent rotor motion from exceeding damaging limits. The design issues for such systems are given in [26] .
Although some studies have been made to investigate the nonlinear rotor dynamics that arise from rotor contact with TDBs, the problem is still not completely understood. The condition for backward whirl, which may involve severe contact forces, is understood as the condition in which the rotor is in rolling contact with the TDB [22] . A number of authors have considered the dynamics of a rotor within a clearance space [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . With respect to operational magnetic bearing systems, which is in contrast to complete delevitation, it is important to gain a full understanding of all nonlinear dynamic issues so that appropriate control action may be designed to recover contact-free levitation. Without this knowledge, it is not possible to ensure that normally levitated control is recoverable. The rotor-TDB impact is at the contact point CP; contact force F c and frictional force μF c are acting. The rotor centre is shown in both complex coordinate z and polar coordinates (r,θ ). In free flight, its motion is constrained to be within the clearance disc (white). The rotor is affected by mass unbalance with eccentricity e c and phase angle φ.
(b) Free motion
The mechanical model, illustrated in figure 1, is adopted from [22] . It comprises a rotor, with a disc cross section of radius R, spinning at a high constant speed, Ω > 0, inside a fixed, circular TDB. At the bearing centre lies the origin, from which we define the rotor position (disc centre) in polar coordinates (r,θ). The rotor comes into contact with the bearing whenr = c r , where c r is the radius of the clearance circle. We study the motion of the rotor centre without impacts, i.e. if r < c r , and with impacts, i.e. ifr = c r . For convenience, we describe the position of the rotor centre z at time τ using complex coordinates in the form
The system under consideration has magnetic bearing support characteristics under proportionalintegral-derivative (PID) control. Then the rotor's motion can be approximated by a linear spring-damper system with stiffness k and damping c [22] . For real machines the integral (I) gain would be typically set at a level that gives rise to a dynamic mode having a very long time constant. Thus, when the magnetic bearing is activated the integral action ensures that the rotor rises slowly to the bearing centre. Thereafter, it is common to set the integral gain to zero and the established control currents will continue to levitate the rotor at the bearing centre. The remaining proportional (P) and derivative (D) gains will then cause the spring-damper terms to be effective when the rotor deviates from levitated equilibrium at the magnetic bearing centre. In addition, the rotor, of mass m is affected by mass unbalance with force f u . In free flight the rotor centre z, (2.1), lies within the clearance circle of radius c r and satisfies a linear constant coefficient complex valued ODE,
2)
The forcing term depends on the angular speed Ω as well as the complex unbalance force f u , which is given by
where e c is the unbalance eccentricity (distance between geometric centre and centre of mass) and the unbalance phase φ (figure 1). 
(c) Motion with impacts
The motions of the rotor, studied in this paper, are piecewise-smooth orbits. These orbits comprise smooth trajectories satisfying a smooth differential equation, which are interrupted by instantaneous collisions. The collisions or impacts lead to non-smooth changes in the system velocities (but not its position) as governed by reset laws. There is a range of designs for practical TDBs, including bushing and rolling element types. These are mounted in housings, either directly as push fits or with some compliant backing material to provide some degree of cushioning. A rotor mounted touchdown sleeve may be included as another component. However, a requirement is that the rotor motion must be constrained sufficiently so as to protect the rotor and magnetic bearing. This necessitates that the radial stiffness associated with a TDB must be significantly greater than that associated with a magnetic bearing [1, 40, 41] . Any contact between a rotor and TDB will generate a finite region of contact, the size of which will depend on material properties and contact forces. The contact mechanics will also determine the level of penetration or relative closure of the TDB and rotor geometric centres under contact. In the limiting case of zero penetration, or infinite contact stiffness, dynamic contact forces become idealized impulsive approximations to the practically finite contact forces. We also remark that considerable uncertainty of contact conditions may arise from angular misalignment between a rotor and TDB. The impulsive approximation therefore provides an impact model, against which consistent rotor dynamic behaviour may be derived. For this reason, it is adopted in this paper. Predicted rotor motions will then generally involve sequences of instantaneous impacts determined by impulsive normal and tangential forces [22] . The nature of impacts, which involves an impulsive collision with rebound and the simultaneous action of Coulomb friction, is a rich area of study as a number of different scenarios may occur at the collision depending upon the relative normal and tangential velocities [12, 19] . Indeed in [12] a series of different impact models are presented for various different cases, with special subtlety occurring when the relative tangential velocity changes sign during the collision. However, in the case of the problem we are considering, two aspects of the model simplify the choice of collision model. Firstly, we assume that the TDB is perfectly circular and with a larger radius (R + c r ) than that of the rotor (R). Secondly, the fact that the rotor is spinning very fast and with high energy, means that the relative tangential velocity is high and (as we will show) does not come close to changing sign during impact. Thus, all impacts can be modelled using Case 1 of the models described in [12] .
To model such impacts, i.e. if the rotor centre |z| = c r , we assume that the system experiences the ith instantaneous collision at time τ i with i ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}, and in that case a reset law applies, which changes the velocity of the centre of the rotor. By τ i,− we denote the time immediately before the impact and by τ i,+ the time immediately after the impact. Before stating the reset law, we specify our assumptions about the nature of this collision. Firstly, the TDB is assumed to be infinitely stiff and to behave like a fixed impact surface. In this limiting case of zero penetration, or infinite contact stiffness, dynamic contact forces become idealized impulsive approximations to the practically finite contact forces. Secondly, as the rotational speed Ω > 0 of the rotor is high, the change of Ω during impact is negligible. Hence we presume that it remains unchanged during impact and that the effect of the impact is to only alter the radial and angular velocity of the centre of the rotor. In particular, we assume that immediately before the impact at τ i,− these velocities take the valuesṙ i,− ,θ i,− and valuesṙ i,+ ,θ i,+ immediately after at τ i,+ . Thirdly, at the point of contact CP (figure 1), the relative tangential velocity v rel,i,± between the rotor and TDB immediately before and after the impact is given by
In §4 (4.11), and also more generally at the end of §5, we will estimate the value ofθ i,− . 
It follows that the relative tangential velocity both before and after the impact is positive. As a result, we may use the impact law described as Case 1 in [12] and that the three coefficient of restitution models, i.e. kinetic, kinematic and energetic, yield the same impact velocity, [12, 19] . By contrast, it has been shown in [19] that if v rel,i,− is not constant during an instantaneous impact with friction, then the kinetic and kinematic models can lead to a non-physical increase in kinetic energy. At the impact time τ i,− the rotor experiences BOTH an impulsive normal contact force F c in the normal-(z) direction and an associated impulsive frictional force F f in the tangential (iz)-direction. The energy dissipation in the normal contact direction is approximated by Newton's coefficient of restitution d and in the tangential contact direction by Coulomb's coefficient of friction μ. This gives
and (using the condition (2.4))
where sgn is the sign function,ṙ i,− > 0 is the radial impact velocity and δ is the Dirac delta function. Under these assumptions, the position of the rotor centre z is unchanged by the impact so that
By contrast, at the contact point, CP the rotor's radial and angular velocities change instantaneously and we haveṙ
Again, we note that as Ω 1 and also R/c r 1, that for the examples computed in §4, the relative tangential velocity v rel,i,± , given by (2.3), is positive, which is the consistency condition for the use of this impact law as described in [12] . More detail on this condition will be given in §4. While this reset law is linear, the equations of motion between impacts are nonlinear in this coordinate frame (r,θ ), and it is more convenient for further analysis to use the complex coordinates, in which the equations of motion are linear. In the (x,ỹ) Cartesian frame with z =x + iỹ the reset law (2.7) and (2.8) corresponds to the nonlinear expressioṅ
where
It is convenient for further computations to introduce a co-rotating frame with complex coordinate u so that u = z e −iΩτ ≡r e i(θ −Ωτ ) .
As the name indicates, this frame rotates synchronously with the rotor at speed Ω. This will be advantageous when examining limit cycles, which impact synchronously with the rotor's rotation. Furthermore, we non-dimensionalize the system both to reduce the number of free parameters and also to show that no natural large or small parameters are present in this system. We introduce a scaled time t
This new term moves through one period in time t = 2π if the original time goes through one period of the forcing term, 2π/Ω. In the fixed frame, we introduce the dimensionless polar coordinates (r, Θ) and the complex coordinate Z, r =r c r , Θ =θ and Z ≡ r e iΘ = z c r which, in the co-rotating frame, correspond to the polar coordinates (r, θ) and the complex coordinate U given by
The motion of the rotor is considered to be in a forward sense ifθ(τ ) > 0, i.e. in scaled coordinateṡ Θ(t) > 0 orθ(t) > −1, in a backward sense ifθ (τ ) < 0, i.e. in scaled coordinatesΘ(t) < 0 orθ(t) < −1, and synchronous ifθ(τ ) = Ω, corresponding to scaled coordinatesΘ(t) = 1 orθ(t) = 0. We define the dimensionless parameters
Substituting (2.10)-(2.12) into (2.2), cancelling the factor of e iΩτ and dividing by mΩ 2 then the equation of motion (2.2) in the scaled co-rotating complex coordinate U becomes
where dots now refer to differentiation with respect to t. In the scaled coordinates, an impact occurs if |U| ≡ r = 1. Consequently, the reset law (2.6), (2.9) in the scaled coordinates is
14)
The choices of parameters (in consistent units) corresponding to the experimental application in [22] are
and the dimensionless parameters are
In this paper, the coefficient γ > 0 (associated with damping) will act as the bifurcation parameter and the remaining parameters will take the values given above.
Basic solution dynamics and associated maps
In this section, we introduce the simplest basic solution types in the co-rotating frame, and in particular study solutions, which are either not in contact, or could lead to continuous contact, or have instantaneous impacts. To analyse the system described in §2, we consider those piecewisesmooth orbits, which comprise smooth trajectories interrupted by impulsive collisions. Such orbits are not uncommon in the motions of mechanical systems with constraints and can be studied using a variety of different methods. One such is the method of measure differential inclusions described in §1 [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] , in which the ODEs describing the system have measure valued right-hand sides, which include the impulsive terms used to describe the effects of the impacts. Such methods are effective for deriving results about complex motions in such problems. As an alternative, we can use the method of recasting the magnetic bearing problem as a hybrid system [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] , in which we consider flows alternating with maps when a certain constraint on the orbit is realized. The relative simplicity of the flow equations in (2.13) and of the reset law (2.14), (2.15), allow a direct implementation of this method, which is particularly suitable for studying the existence, stability and bifurcations of the single impact periodic orbits we consider in this paper.
(a) Maps and flows
To calculate the flows, we rewrite the scaled equations of motion (2.13) as a first-order complex dynamical system. This will be helpful in the global and local analysis of a periodically impacting orbit presented in later sections. Let the complex vector
then in free flight the system satisfies the ordinary differential equatioṅ
where the matrix A and the vector b are constant and are defined by
Assume an impact occurs, i.e. |U| = 1, at time t i . The set of the states w at impact is referred to as the impact surface Σ = {w : |U| = 1}. It follows from (2.14), (2.15) that the reset law R, mapping w i,− to w i,+ , takes the form
For convenience, we introduce the simplified notation w(t i,± ) =: w i,± . As the flow equation (3.1) is linear and the vector b is a constant the general solution with initial conditions w i,+ can be written as
The eigenvalues λ ± of the matrix A are given by
with real part Re(λ ± ) = −γ /2 < 0, as we assume (given the experimentally defined values) that 0 < γ < 2ω. It is immediate from this calculation that the trajectories of the magnetic bearing system between impacts depend smoothly upon the initial data in an explicitly calculable manner.
A systematic approach to studying the impacting dynamics of the magnetic bearing problem is to consider the associated map relating one impact event to the next. To do this, consider an orbit with state vector immediately before an impact at time t i,− given by w i,− with |U i | = 1 anḋ r i,− > 0. At the point of impact, we may now apply the reset law R in (3.3) to give the new state vector w i,+ immediately after the impact at time t i,+ . Asṙ i,+ < 0, such initial conditions lead to a trajectory described by the flow map S, initially lying inside the TDB. After a first time interval t ∈ (t i , t i+1 ) with the period T = t i+1 − t i > 0 (which may possibly be infinite), the orbit will impact again with the TDB at time t i+1 when |U i+1 | = 1. Provided that r i+1,− > 0 (a non-grazing or a transversal intersection), then T itself depends in a smooth manner upon the initial data [10] , but it is, in general, a nonlinear function of these, which cannot be calculated explicitly. The impact map P I : Σ → Σ is then defined by
This map is uniquely defined provided thatṙ i,− > 0 and is smooth provided thatṙ i+1,− > 0 [10] . The cases, for whichṙ i+1 = 0 are grazing events, and mark dramatic changes in the stability of the system, which we will not be considering in this paper. The advantage of this construction is that we can reduce the dimension of the problem by one as the radial coordinate r ≡ |U| = 1 at impact. We note that this is just one of many maps, which can describe the system. An alternative is the stroboscopic map [10] , which samples the system at the periodic time intervals and must be augmented, typically through additional saltation matrices, to allow for the effects of impacts. Such maps are useful in understanding the dynamics when the system involves grazing.
The dynamics of the rotor, experiencing impacts, can now be described in general, in terms of successive iterates of the map P I . We now highlight the different possible motions of the rotor.
(b) Equilibria
In the absence of impacts it follows immediately from (3.1), and the negative real part of the eigenvalues of A, that there is an asymptotically stable equilibrium solution w = w * of the flow equation (3.1), which satisfies the conditionṙ
This is given by
Depending on the bifurcation parameter γ this equilibrium can lie either (i) inside the TDB (r ≡ |U| < 1), if γ > γ * . This equilibrium, w = w * =: w * r , is physically realistic; we denote this steady state as admissible, (ii) on the TDB (r = 1), if γ = γ * . The point w = w * =: w * B , γ = γ * is referred to as a boundary equilibrium point or (iii) outside the TDB (r > 1), if γ < γ * . This equilibrium is physically unrealistic, and we denote this steady state as virtual.
By extension, this nomenclature is implemented for other orbits, so that a periodic orbit is virtual, if it wholly or in part lies outside of the TDB. In Case (i), the motion is called synchronous noncontacting whirl (figure 2a). Case (ii) describes the critical transition point between physically realistic (Case (i)) and physically unrealistic non-impacting equilibria (Case (iii)). At a boundary equilibrium point, the admissible equilibrium may bifurcate into more complicated rotor trajectories, such as those involving continuous (zero normal velocity and non-negative normal acceleration) or instantaneous rotor-TDB contact. Then this point is referred to as a BEB. When the rotor and TDB are in continuous contact, sliding or pure rolling are possible [22] . The tangential slip velocity between the rotor and TDB may be extended from (2.3) to cover continuous contact using v rel (τ ) = RΩ + c rθ (τ ). Forward whirl rotor orbits correspond withθ(τ ) > 0 and backward whirl orbits withθ (τ ) < 0. In terms of the scaled polar coordinate in the co-rotating frame, these orbits correspond withθ(t) > −1 andθ (t) < −1, respectively. Synchronous forward whirl occurs whenθ (t) = 0, which is the condition for the equilibrium given in ( whenθ (τ ) = −RΩ/c r , which corresponds to pure rolling withθ(t) = −(R + c r )/c r . The implication of this is that the contact friction will have the same tangential sense in opposing the rotation for most rub conditions, apart from those in which the backward orbit angular velocity is less thaṅ θ (t) = −(R + c r )/c r . In practice, forward rubs are relatively common events, while the backward whirl conditions involving pure rolling are infrequent and tend to coincide with mechanical failure due to the high contact forces that coexist. For this reason, we consider only synchronous forward whirl rubbing. Continuous contact motions are not studied in this paper as the reset law is not sufficient to describe such behaviour and how it arises, but more detail is given in [42] .
(c) Periodic orbits with impact
We will consider periodic impacting motions of the rotor and their bifurcations from boundary equilibrium states. When the rotor experiences an instantaneous contact with the TDB it can lead to orbits that impact periodically or quasi-periodically and synchronously in the co-rotating frame ( figure 2b,c) . We call these period T synchronously impacting limit cycles as the orbit experiences one impact per period T. Such orbits have been observed in numerical experiments reported in [22] , where they are found to either be globally attracting or to have large basins of attraction. As we shall see in §4, limit cycles with small amplitude (as shown in figure 2c ) are created in an NSHtype bifurcation from a boundary equilibrium as parameters in the system vary. Limit cycles with [11] , when the trajectory interacts tangentially with the boundary of the bearing.
A systematic way of analysing such periodic motions with instantaneous impact, is to consider them as periodic orbits of the map P I . Such an approach is very suitable for finding both the existence and the stability of periodic orbits [10] and we will adopt it here. In this framework, single impact orbits are simply fixed points of P I so that
Given the known form of both the flow map S between impacts and the reset law R, the condition (3.8) leads to a system of algebraic equations, which includes finding the time of flight T. We will consider this system in §4, and its linearization, in §5.
(d) Other dynamics
In addition to periodic [21, 42] or quasi-periodic orbits [20, 42] , it has been shown that in similar models the rotor-stator interaction can be chaotic [20, 42] . Other types of motion can include an accumulation of an infinite number of impacts (with the impact velocity decreasing in a geometric progression), in a finite time [20, 42, 43] . This behaviour, which arises when the rotor is being forced towards the TDB at the same time as it rebounds from it, is often called chattering [44] [45] [46] in the context of impact dynamics. Chattering can lead to sticking [46] and sliding motion [10] and hence can be used to predict the onset of continuous contact motion without actually computing continuous contact trajectories. It is closely related to the Zeno-type accumulation behaviour found in hybrid systems [8] but differs from chattering in discontinuous control problems, where an orbit repeatedly crosses the surface across which the control system is discontinuous [47] . Li & Païdoussis [20] have used this behaviour to identify for what values of coefficient of friction, μ, and eccentricity, e c , continuous contact motion occurs. Similarly, the occurrence of chattering sequences and the possibly resulting continuous contact also depends on damping, c, and stiffness, k, parameters [42] . Such, particle motion involving continuous contact over an open time interval, can best be systematically described by set valued functions instead of hybrid systems. These types of models, called differential inclusion are particularly well suited to analyse problems involving only friction, e.g. sliding and sticking motion of rotating particles [48] . Such a model, a forced rotating pendulum in continuous contact with a circular boundary, shows similar features to ours in that various orbits collapse onto the equilibrium set in finite time [49] . While it is certainly possible that such chattering and sticking motions may arise in a magnetic bearing system, in this paper we will restrict our analysis to that of the simpler types of periodic motion described.
Global analysis of synchronously impacting limit cycles
In this section, we derive the existence conditions for the simplest type of limit cycles for the full system, in which the periodic orbits have one instantaneous impact synchronous with the co-rotating frame. These are supported by numerical calculations. We show that these invariant sets undergo both smooth fold bifurcations and discontinuity-induced NSH-like bifurcations, where they are created in pairs at a BEB simultaneously with the admissible equilibrium w = w * R . In §5, we give a local analysis of the latter bifurcation in a more general setting. We also discuss the stability of these limit cycles in §4a and the codimension-2 bifurcations related to the Hopf-type bifurcation (with dependence on the scaled stiffness parameter ω) in §4b. These, period T periodically impacting limit cycles, experience one impact per cycle with identical impact velocityU(t i,− ) at each impact event at time t i for i = 0, 1, 2 . . .. We further assume that these impacts occur synchronously with respect to the co-rotating frame. As a consequence, the impact position U(t i ) is identical at each impact at time t i and satisfies the repeatable initial conditions between consecutive impacts at time t i and t i+1 given by condition (3.8). It follows that, in polar coordinates, the radial and angular velocity components must satisfyṙ i,− =ṙ i+1,− andθ i,− =θ i+1,− . We will show that for certain values of the scaled damping parameter, γ , a finite number of such limit cycles coexist with the admissible equilibrium w = w * R . We will then demonstrate that only one set of a pair of physically plausible limit cycles with different period T undergoes a DIB at the BEB point when γ = γ * =: γ DIB . That bifurcation will be shown to be of NSH type, as two limit cycles collide with the boundary equilibrium point w = w * B , as their amplitude shrinks to zero. We conclude §4 with determining for which parameter value, γ , these limit cycles are admissible and stable.
To find fixed points, w 0,− satisfying (3.8), we substitute the initial condition w 0,+ into the general solution of the flow given by (3.4) to obtain
where A and b are given in (3.2), and where the real part of the eigenvalues of A, given in (3.5), is negative, i.e. Re(λ ± ) = −γ /2 < 0 for γ > 0. Next, we apply the reset map and substitute w 0,+ = R(w 0,− ) from (3.3) to obtain, after some manipulation, the fixed point equation
The matrix expression can be simplified further by considering the eigendecomposition of
by Jacobi's formula. Finally, we can use the eigenvalues of A, λ + and λ − , given in (3.5), to obtain
Hence substituting this matrix into (4.1) simplifies to
where K = ρ e iφ /(ω 2 − 1 + iγ ). The system (4.2) yields three equations by solving the first row equation for U 0 , taking the real part of the second row equation and solving it forṙ 0,− , and taking the imaginary part of the second row equation, respectively, 
We now consider the analytic form of F 1 (T). It is evident from (4.6) that it is oscillatory in T. If γ > 0 then the oscillations have decreasing amplitude as the period T increases and F 1 (T) tends to one as T tends to infinity. If T is fixed and γ > 0 increases, then the amplitude of the oscillations also decreases to zero. Furthermore, if we fix γ and assume that T is large, then
and is bounded, i.e.
The upper and lower bounds F ± 1 (T) are positive for all large T. Therefore, for fixed parameters, and if γ > 0 the nonlinear function F 1 (T) has finitely many zeros. This is consistent with the plots presented in figure 3a . As γ decreases and the amplitude of the oscillations of F 1 increase then more zeros arise pairwise. Moreover, if γ is zero then F 1 (T) is purely oscillatory and hence has infinitely many zeros. The period T depends on the damping parameter, γ , the stiffness, ω, the coefficient of restitution, d and the coefficient of friction, μ. Therefore varying the scaled unbalance radius ρ, or unbalance angle φ will not affect it. We illustrate the period's dependence on γ in a bifurcation plot for fixed parameters ω = 0.76, d = 0.95 and μ = 0.15 ( figure 3a ). This figure not only illustrates the existence of a finite number of zeros for γ ∈ (0, γ F,1 ≈ 0.178) and hence of fixed points of the map P I of a period T, but also shows that no such fixed points exist otherwise. The next variable, normal impact velocity,ṙ 0,− , can now be determined from T by taking the absolute value of (4.3) and solving forṙ 0,− . Then for each value of the period T,ṙ 0,− has two solutionsṙ 0,−,a andṙ 0,−,c given byṙ
where g(T) = (1 + d)(Re(a 12 (T)) − μ Im(a 12 (T))). However, we observe that these solutions may themselves coalesce at a fixed bifurcation at γ = γ − F ≈ −0.497 (figure 4a). But as γ − F is negative it has no physical context on the application. As γ is increased these two branches persist under varying stability and admissibility. A fixed point is potentially admissible if the rotor is approaching the impact surface from within the clearance circle, i.e.ṙ 0,− > 0. Otherwise (ṙ 0,− < 0), it is virtual. Note that one of the radial velocities (4.9) becomes zero if 1 − |K| 2 = 0, i.e. when γ = γ * . From figure 4 , it is evident that only low radial impact velocity fixed points undergo a sign change inṙ 0,− . The angle at impact θ 0 and the angular impact velocityθ 0,− , do not need any constraints imposed upon them to ensure admissibility. From Proof. If the damping coefficient γ > 0 then, as stated above, F 1 (T) has finitely many zeros T 0,n,m . Now, let n ∈ {1, . . . , N} and m ∈ {a, b, c, d}. Then for each T 0,n,a two normal impact velocities,ṙ 0,−,n,a andṙ 0,−,n,c can be computed from (4.9) and hence θ 0,n,a and θ 0,n,c from (4.10) andθ 0,−,n,a andθ 0,−,n,c (4.11). Thus, we obtain two different periodic points, B n,a and B n,c given by (4.12), with the period T 0,n,a . For the purpose of nomenclature set T 0,n,c = T 0,n,a . Owing to the oscillatory character of F 1 (T) its zeros arise pairwise, i.e. there exists a second zero T 0,n,b . Assume that T 0,n,b = T 0,n,a then the equivalent result follows for B n,b and B n,d . 
Similarly,ṙ 0,−,n,c :=ṙ 0,− (T 0,n,a ) =
The same holds for the period T 0,n,b . Therefore, the fixed points B n,a and B n,b are virtual but B n,c and B n,d are admissible. Proof. As stated above, the function F 1 has finitely many zeros for any γ > 0 and an infinite number as γ → 0. Furthermore, F 1 is a smooth function of γ and has regular quadratic minima. It follows, that as γ decreases, then zeros arise pairwise at regular fold bifurcations at points γ F,n . Let n ∈ {1, . . . , N} and m ∈ {a, b, c, d}. Assume 0 < γ < γ F,n and that the fixed points B n,m exist. Then there exist γ , T 0,n,a ≡ T 0,n,c and T 0,n,b ≡ T 0,n,d with T 0,n,a = T 0,n,b such that
as F 1 (T) is oscillatory with decreasing amplitude due to γ > 0. By the continuity of F 1 (T, γ ) there exists γ = γ F,n such that T 0,n,a = T 0,n,b =: T 0,n,F . Then for each n and T = T 0,n,F there exist two fixed points B n,a and B n,c . For γ > γ F,n the nonlinear function F 1 (T) has no zeros. Hence for each n two pairs of fixed points coincide at γ = γ F,n , i.e. B n,a and B n,b bifurcate in a smooth fold bifurcation and so do B n,c and B n,d .
A numerical example of the this bifurcation at γ = γ F,n is depicted in figures 3 and 4a. We now consider the question of admissibility of the orbits. If 0 < γ F,N < γ * then the low impact velocity branches B n,a and B n,b are virtual for all n, whereas the other two, B n,c and B n,d are admissible by proposition 4.1. However, in the other case, γ F,N > γ * , further information abouṫ r 0,−,n,m is required. Ifṙ 0,−,n,m is increasing as γ is increasing then all four fixed point sets are admissible. Otherwise they are virtual. In either case, the normal velocityṙ 0,− of a pair of fixed points, m = a, b or c, d, changes sign (figure 4b) leading one to anticipate a DIB, setting the scene for the main result of this paper. We call this a subcritical NSH bifurcation. Proof. Let γ = γ * . Then eitherṙ 0,−,n,a = 0 orṙ 0,−,n,c = 0 by (4.9). Consequently, by (4.1), it follows that
Therefore, the fixed point of P I corresponds to the boundary equilibrium solution w = w * B . Hence the impact velocityṙ 0,−,n,a = 0 increases as γ increases from γ * , and it undergoes a sign change corresponding to the limit cycle transitioning from physically implausible to plausible. It follows that the two limits cycles B n,a and B n,b and the admissible equilibrium w * R clash at the BEB point γ = γ DIB . 
(diamonds).
A schematic illustrating this phenomenon in (r, θ) phase space is given in figure 3c. Our statement is further supported by numerical examples such as figure 5a where the limit cycles corresponding to fixed points B 1,a and B 1,b are depicted. Their amplitudes, min(r(t)) between impacts at times t i and t i+1 , increase as γ decreases and clash with the admissible equilibrium w = w * R . Although we have identified under what conditions pairs of fixed points B n,m are admissible, their physical plausibility is not guaranteed as it is possible that between impacts the corresponding limit cycle trajectory has a further impact, figure 2b. Therefore, while in our global analysis we have derived the necessary existence condition for such limit cycles, further sufficient conditions are necessary as large amplitude limit cycles can undergo a grazing event [11] . In order to demonstrate whether such an impact occurs, we present the numerical analysis for our model example. We compute the trajectories of the corresponding fixed points B 1,m and plot all local extrema of r(t) between impacts t ∈ (t i , t i+1 ) (figure 5). The branches, B 1,a , B 1,b and B 1,c are not affected by this phenomenon unlike the limit cycle corresponding to the fixed point B 1,d . As γ is decreased, a grazing event [11] (orbit lies tangential to Σ with zero normal impact velocity) occurs, i.e. amplitude r(t) crosses the impact surface when γ = γ graze ≈ 0.0636 (figure 5b). Furthermore, these numerical calculations indicate that fixed point pairs with high normal impact velocity, B n,c and B n,d with n > 1, are virtual. To see this, note that as n increases T increases allowing more time for the orbit to exceed the impact surface, which leads to a virtual orbit, [42] . In §5, we extend this result using a local linearized system to give more precise results.
(a) Stability analysis
We present a stability analysis of the limit cycles considered as fixed points of the impact map P I . In particular, we focus on the first pair of fixed points, i.e. As P I has a relatively simple analytic form, this matrix can be calculated explicitly and its eigenvalues evaluated numerically. In figure 6a , we present max(|λ|) of the four fixed points illustrating that B it is evident that as γ decreases from γ F,1 the fixed point B 1,d becomes unstable before it undergoes grazing.
(b) Codimension-2 bifurcation
We complete this section with a codimension-2 bifurcation analysis studying the coalescence of various bifurcation points. Of interest is the influence of other parameters on the NSH-type bifurcation. Certain TDB parameters are constrained due to the system's characteristics such as coefficient of friction, μ, or restitution, d, which are governed by material properties. Magnetic bearing stiffness, however, can be more easily adjusted through the PID control. Hence we have chosen ω to be the second bifurcation parameter. For our particular example, μ = 0.15, d = 0.95 and ρ = 3/7, we analyse the smooth fold at γ = γ F,1 of the first fixed point set B 1,m and the DIB point, γ = γ DIB , as we vary γ and ω (figure 6b). This shows that γ F,1 and γ * coincide at γ ≈ 0.178 and ω ≈ 0.781, and that four critical regions can be identified:
R1: The three invariant sets w * , B 1,a and B 1,b are virtual, whereas B 1,c and B 1,d are admissible. R2: The equilibrium w * is virtual and no fixed points of P I exist. R3: The equilibrium w * is admissible, i.e. w * = w * R , and no fixed points of P I exist. R4: All invariant sets B 1,m and w * are admissible, i.e. w * = w * R .
For values of γ and ω on the boundary between regions R2 and R3, the curve γ * , a BEB is observed of the admissible equilibrium w = w * R . The smooth fold bifurcation of the fixed points of P I is observed for values of γ and ω, which lie on the boundary between regions R1 and R2, and R3 and R4, i.e. the curve γ F,1 . The NSH bifurcation occurs for values on the boundary between regions R1 and R4, i.e. the curve γ DIB . We note that the limit cycle corresponding to the fixed point B 1,d undergoes a grazing event in regions R1 and R2, which is not included in figure 6b. Identifying this grazing set is part of future work.
Generalized local analysis of the Hopf-type bifurcation
The global analysis of this specific nonlinear system implies that limit cycles bifurcate in pairs at an NSH-type bifurcation from a boundary equilibrium point. We now examine this bifurcation in more detail by considering a local linearization of the system close to the bifurcation point. This allows us to perform the local analysis for a more general system, which includes that discussed in §4. The purpose of this section is twofold. Firstly, we can establish the conditions for the existence of two fixed point solutions of the impact map P I with period T given by the 5.4) . Secondly, we also obtain a more precise description of the local behaviour of the periodic solutions. We find that the estimates obtained by this analysis agree well with the calculations given in §4. To do this local analysis, we consider the complex linear differential equation in w = (u,u), with u = r exp(iθ ), given bẏ
with σ > 0 and complex valued parameters α, β and Γ , where
If |u| = σ , then a reset law is applied, which is given bẏ
Our basic assumptions (derived from §4) are that there exist parameters α 0 , β 0 and Γ 0 such that |Γ 0 /β 0 | = σ and that the eigenvalues of the matrix A have negative real part. These conditions imply that at the critical parameters there is a stable boundary equilibrium as is the case for the magnetic bearing system problem.
We now consider the dynamical behaviour of solutions, which are small perturbations to this situation. To do this, we introduce a small real parameter ε and consider the perturbed system coefficients (5.1) with α ∼ α 0 + εα 1 , β ∼ β 0 + εβ 1 and Γ ∼ Γ 0 + εΓ 1 and the same reset law (5.2). From here onwards we use the symbol ∼ to denote equality up to the stated order in ε. We pose the asymptotic solution u(t) ∼ u 0 + εu 1 (t), or w(t) = w 0 + εw 1 (t) with u 0 = Γ 0 /β 0 = σ e iΨ , defining the phase Ψ of u 0 , and u 1 (t) = r 1 (t) e iθ 1 (t) . At order ε
and |u| < σ becomes |σ + εr 1 (t) e i(θ 1 (t)−Ψ ) | or
There is an equilibrium at u 0 = Γ 0 /β 0 , u 1 = (Γ 1 − β 1 u 0 )/β 0 . Defining real constants c and ψ by
= c e iψ the equilibrium lies in the region |u| < σ , and hence is admissible, if
In order to find a choice for ε, we look at the magnetic bearing system example, for which we can now equate the real and imaginary parts of (5.2) to find the reset law at order ε u 1,0,+ =u 1,0,− + (1 + d)(1 + iμ)r 1,0θ1,0,− e iθ 1,0 .
As in the problem considered in §3, this system may have a variety of motions, possibly including chattering behaviour. However, for the purposes of our analysis, we seek solutions, which comprise a simple periodic orbit with a single impact. Thus, we look for a time of impact t 1 = t 0 + T depending on the previous impact time t 0 and the limit cycle period T. As described in previous sections, such limit cycles satisfy repeatability conditions for position and velocity, given by u(t 0 ) = u(t 1 ) andu(t 0 −) =u(t 1 −), respectively. The equivalent conditions at order ε are u 1 (t 0 ) = u 1 (t 1 ) andu 1 (t 0 −) =u 1 (t 1 −).
Substituting these into the general solution (5.3), we can obtain the impact maps P I for the perturbed orbit by solving for the initial condition w 1,0,− = (u 1,0 ,u 1,0,− ) that yields period T limit cycles It follows, by using methods similar to those used in §4, that we can find the period T by solving the nonlinear equation where the period T = t 1 − t 0 is a constant and does not depend on ε. If we let ε tend to zero then θ(t 0 ) tends to Ψ and bothṙ(t 0 −) andθ (t 0 −) tend to zero, clearly indicating that the limit cycle resulting from this impact map tends to the boundary equilibrium. Furthermore, asθ tends to zero, the consistency condition (2.4) must be satisfied for suitably small ε and hence the form of the impact law is appropriate. Depending on the signs of the parameters, the normal impact velocity switches sign and hence demonstrates the transition from admissible to virtual limit cycle or vice versa giving rise to the NSH bifurcation. This linearization agrees with the global analysis from §4 (figure 4b). Furthermore, this is evidence that the NSH bifurcation can be approximated by a linear impact map in general.
Conclusion
A discontinuity-induced Hopf-type bifurcation has been shown to exist in rotating machines that may experience impact and friction between a rotor and TDB under contact conditions. Using a particular Poincaré map, the impact map, we have shown that at a subcritical NSH bifurcation, two unstable limit cycles and a stable admissible equilibrium without impact, are created and coexist. For a general linear complex system, the local analysis revealed that the impact map is linear in the bifurcation parameter indicating that this phenomenon can be expected in higher dimensional impacting systems.
Other typical impact dynamics such as grazing have been observed, which have to be studied further to see if they are a route to chaos via a period adding cascade observed in the 1D impact oscillators. We also conjecture that other Hopf-type bifurcations leading, for example, to torus doubling as in [15, 16] could be observed in this system. The rich dynamics studied in this paper also revealed co-existing smooth fold bifurcations, which have not been reported in impacting systems.
The results have revealed a significant range of the dynamics that may be experienced in rotor/magnetic bearing systems. In practice, the dynamic responses that involve excessive contact forces should be avoided and the analytical techniques developed enable quantitative assessments to be made. It is recognized that simplifications have been made in the system modelling. Future research should be directed towards the inclusion of multi-mode rotors and the use of multiple magnetic bearings. It is also recommended that attention be paid to the uncertainties associated with the contact mechanics, which will involve finite contact zones and non-zero but finite durations of contact. The uncertainties in contact zones for multi-mode rotors are associated with the variability of the rotor flexure at the point of contact. Such analysis should be supported by experimental validation under precisely definable conditions of contact.
